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ABSTRACT

Parallel hyperspectral unmixing problem is considered in this paper. A semisupervised approach is developed
under the linear mixture model, where the abundance’s physical constraints are taken into account. The proposed
approach relies on the increasing availability of spectral libraries of materials measured on the ground instead of
resorting to endmember extraction methods.

Since Libraries are potentially very large and hyperspectral datasets are of high dimensionality a parallel
implementation in a pixel-by-pixel fashion is derived to properly exploits the graphics processing units (GPU)
architecture at low level, thus taking full advantage of the computational power of GPUs. Experimental results
obtained for real hyperspectral datasets reveal significant speedup factors, up to 164 times, with regards to
optimized serial implementation.

Keywords: Hyperspectral Imaging, Sparse Unmixing, Sparse Regression, Graphics Processing Unit, Parallel
Methods, Spectral Libraries.

1. INTRODUCTION

Hyperspectral imagery is a continuously growing area in remote sensing applications. The spectral range extend-
ing from the visible region through the near-infrared and mid-infrared in hundreds of narrow contiguous bands,
provides a very high spectral resolution, which allows the detection and the discrimination between different
chemical elements of the observed image.1–3 The main problem of hyperspectral images is that the spatial reso-
lution can vary from a few to tens of meters, thus each pixel is a mixture of several spectrally distinct materials
(also called endmembers).1,4

Hyperspectral unmixing is a source separation problem which amounts at estimating the number of end-
members, their spectral signatures and their abundance fractions (i.e., the percentage of each endmember).5

Over the last decade, several algorithms have been developed to unmix hyperspectral datasets, from a geomet-
rical and statistical point of view.1 Among geometrical methods, there are some efficient algorithms from the
computational point of view that assume the presence of pure pixels in the dataset, meaning that there is at
least one spectral vector on each vertex of the data simplex.1,6 Some popular algorithms taking this assumption
are vertex component analysis (VCA),7 the automated morphological endmember extraction (AMEE),8 the pixel
purity index (PPI),9 the N-FINDR,10–14 the alternating volume maximization (AVMAX), the successive vol-
ume maximization (SVMAX),11 the automatic target generation process (ATGP),15 and the robust and recursive
non-negative matrix factorization (RRNMF).16

If the pure pixel assumption is not fulfilled, which is a more realistic scenario, the unmixing process is a rather
challenging task, since some endmembers are not in the dataset. Some recent methods, in the vein of Craig’s
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work minimum Volume Transform (MVT)17 which finds the smallest simplex that contain the dataset, are the
simplex identification via split augmented Lagrangian (SISAL),18 the iterated constrained endmember (ICE),19 the
sparsity promoting iterated constrained endmember (SPICE),20 the minimum-volume enclosing simplex algorithm
(MVES),21 the robust minimum volume enclosing simplex (RMVES),22 the minimum-volume enclosing simplex
algorithm (MVES),21 and the alternating projected subgradients (APS).23

A necessary condition for the correct identification of the mixing matrix is the existence of at least p− 1 (p
stands for the number of endmembers) spectral vectors on each facet of the data simplex. However, in highly
mixed datasets, this assumption is not realistic, what has fostered research in the statistical front.24–27

A semi-supervised alternative approach to unmix hyperspectral datasets consists of assuming that the ob-
served image signatures can be expressed in the form of linear combinations of a number of pure spectral
signatures known in advance28,29 (e.g., spectra collected on the ground by a field spectro-radiometer). Unmixing
then amounts to finding the optimal subset of signatures in a spectral library that can best model each mixed
pixel in the scene. In practice, this is a combinatorial problem which calls for efficient linear sparse regression
techniques, since the number of endmembers participating in a mixed pixel is usually very small compared with
the dimensionality of spectral libraries.5

In recent years, high-performance computing systems have become more widespread in remote sensing ap-
plications, namely, graphics processing units (GPUs) have evolved from expensive application specific units into
highly parallel and programmable systems. Several state-of-the-art hyperspectral imaging algorithms have been
shown to be able to benefit from this hardware and take advantage of the extremely high floating-point processing
performance, compact size, huge memory bandwidth, and relatively low cost of these units, which make them
appealing for onboard data processing.30–35

This paper proposes a parallel method designed for GPUs, to solve the constrained sparse regression problem.
This method is based on the spectral unmixing by splitting and augmented Lagrangian (SUNSAL)36 that estimates
the abundance fractions using the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM),37 which decomposes a
difficult problem into a sequence of simpler ones, alleviating considerably the computational burden, and allowing
a significant increase in processing speed. Additionally, this method is performed in a pixel-by-pixel fashion,
thus, it is highly parallelizable, and can be effectively implemented by simply dividing large datasets onto smaller
subsets without the need to establish an optimal size for them.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the problem and presents the
fundamentals of the sparse regression problem. Section 3 describes the proposed parallel method designed for
GPU. Section 4 evaluates the acceleration of the proposed method from the computational point of view. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper with some remarks.

2. SPARSE UNMIXING FORMULATION

Linear mixing model considers that a l-dimensional mixed pixel y, of an hyperspectral image with l spectral
bands, is a linear combination of endmember signatures weighted by the correspondent abundance fractions.

Let A ≡ [a1,a2, . . . , am] denote a spectral library with m spectral signatures, each with l spectral bands,
where it is assumed that the number of spectral signatures is much larger than the number of bands (m ≫ l).
Assuming that matrix Y ≡ [y1, . . . ,yn] ∈ Rl×n holds n observed spectral vectors and is given by

Y = AS+N, (1)

where S ≡ [s1, . . . , sn] ∈ Rm×n is the abundance fraction matrix and N ≡ [n1, . . . ,nn] ∈ Rl×n is the additive
noise. To be physically meaningful, abundance fractions are subject to the often called abundance nonnegativity
constraint (ANC) and abundance sum-to-one constraint (ASC):4,5

S ≥ 0 ,

1T
mS = 1T

n , (2)
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Figure 1. Graphical illustration of the sparsity problem. Material signatures of the considered spectral library A that
contribute to the observed image are represented in green color, and non-active signatures of the considered spectral
library A are represented in white color.

where the inequality S ≥ 0 is to be understood componentwise, 1m, and 1n denote a 1 ×m and 1 × n column
vectors filled of 1’s, respectively. Thus, the abundance fractions estimation problem can formulated as follows:

min
S

∥Y −AS∥2F + λ
m∑

k=1

∥sk∥2

subject to : S ≥ 0 , (3)

where notation ∥(·)∥F stands for Frobenius norm, λ is a positive regularization parameter, and sk denotes the
k-th line of S. The convex term

∑m
k=1 ∥sk∥2 promotes the sparsity among lines of S, i.e., it promotes solutions

of expression (3) with small number of nonzero lines of S. This is further illustrated in Fig. 1, where the fact
that only a few signatures contained in A are likely to contribute to the observed spectra Y, S contains many
zero values (represented in white color).

2.1 SUNSAL method

The optimization problem (3) can be posed in the convex optimization framework, where the convex term
promotes the sparsity of S. This problem is a particular case of the constrained ℓ2 − ℓ1 problems solved by
SUNSAL, corresponding to the absence of the ℓ1 term. SUNSAL algorithm uses the alternating direction
method of multipliers (ADMM)37 to solve (3). The pseudo-code is presented in Algorithm 1 .

Algorithm 1 : SUNSAL

1: choose µ > 0, U0, and D0.
2: H := ATY
3: B := ATA+ µI

4: c := B−11m

(
1T
mB−11m

)−1

5: G := B−1 − c1T
mB−1

6: k := 0
7: repeat
8: R := H+ µ (Uk +Dk)
9: Sk+1 := GR+ c1T

n

10: Vk := Sk+1 −Dk

11: Uk+1 := max{0,Vk}
12: Dk+1 := Dk − (Sk+1 −Uk+1)
13: k := k + 1
14: until stopping criterion is satisfied
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Figure 2. Illustration of parallel SUNSAL in the GPU: multiplication kernel.

3. SPARSE UNMIXING IMPLEMENTATION ON GPU

SUNSAL it is highly parallelizable, since all calculations can be performed in a pixel-by-pixel basis. The first
step is to map the hyperspectral image and the spectral library into GPU global memory. Fig. 2 shows the
schematic of the proposed implementation for the multiplication kernel used in line 2 and line 9 of Algorithm 1.
The grid contains ⌈m/32⌉ × ⌈n/32⌉ blocks of 32× 32 and the number of threads for each block is 1024, thus all
pixels in the hyperspectral image are processed in parallel. The algorithm is constructed by a chain of kernels.
The first kernel computes the matrix H (line 2 of Algorithm 1). In order to minimize the number of global
memory accesses, matrices A and Y are partitioned into sub-blocks of 32×32, which is the size of the block, and
transferred, step by step, to the shared memory. The result for each element of H is the sum of several partial
products. Inside the loop, another kernel compute matrix R (see line 8 of Algorithm 1). This kernel launches as
many threads as elements that are present in R, where each thread computes an element of the H+µ (Uk +Dk)
and stores the result in the global memory. The kernel that computes the abundance estimates, S, on each
iteration (line 9 of Algorithm 1), is decomposed on two operations: first it computes the product of matrices G
and R, followed by the addition of matrix c1T

N . The scheme herein used is similar to the first kernel used to
compute matrix H whereas the kernels to update V and D follow the same rule has the kernel used to compute
R. Finally, U is updated by analyzing if each element of V is negative.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, the sequential and parallel sparse unmixing methods are tested on a subset of the AVIRIS
Cuprite Nevada dataset, available online in reflectance units. The Cuprite site has been extensively used for
remote sensing experiments over the past years, is well understood mineralogically, and has several exposed
minerals of interest, all included in the USGS library considered in experiments.

The subset comprises a portion of 250× 190 pixels with 224 spectral bands between 0.4 and 2.5 µm, with a
spectral resolution of 10 nm. Prior to the analysis, bands 1-2, 105-115, 150-170, and 223-224 were removed due
to water absorption and low SNR in those bands, leaving a total of 188 spectral bands. Fig. 3 shows band 30
(wavelength λ = 647.7nm) of the subset considered.

In order to compare the parallel and the sequential versions in terms of processing times, the sequential version
of the method was implemented in C programming language running on one core of the Intel i7-2600 CPU, with
16 Gbyte memory and the parallel version was implemented in OpenCL programming language running on a
GPU card equipped with a GTX-680 from Nvidia.
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Figure 3. Band 30 (wavelength λ = 647.7nm) of the subimage of AVIRIS Cuprite Nevada dataset.

Table 1. Processing times and speedup for the Cuprite dataset (l = 188) and for the USGS library (m = 342).

n = 1000 n = 10000 n = 47750

Sequential (CPU) 845 19 333 76 323

Parallel (GTX680) 36 124 465

Speedup 23.4 155.9 164.1

Table 1 illustrates the processing time and the speedup for the Cuprite dataset, for each column a different
number of pixels is selected. The achieved speedup is approximately 164 with regards to the sequential version,
which is quite remarkable taking into account that the sequential version has been carefully optimized. Note
that, as expected, the acceleration factors are higher as the number of pixels to be processed is larger. The GPU
total time presented in table 1 accounts for both the processing time and the time spent on host/device memory
transfers, being the last one responsible for the major part.

Fig. 4, shows the estimated abundances of all pixels of the dataset, considering the library materials. It is
worse nothing that most of the materials do not contribute to the mixture (represented in white color), thus, the
matrix is sparse. Fig. 5, presents the abundance maps of four different materials which dominate the considered
scene. The results herein presented are in accordance with the USGS abundance maps of the region.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a parallel semisupervised method for sparse hyperspectral unmixing is proposed. The method de-
veloped on GPU has a significant speedup when compared with regards to the sequential version. Experimental
results, conducted using real hyperspectral datasets collected by the AVIRIS instrument and spectral libraries
publicly available from U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), indicate the potential of parallel sparse unmixing meth-
ods on high performance computing environments in the task of accurately characterizing mixed pixels using
library spectra. This opens new perspectives for spectral unmixing, since the abundance estimation process no
longer depends on the availability of pure spectral signatures in the input data nor on the capacity of a certain
endmember extraction algorithm to identify such pure signatures.

The method was designed on the multi-platform OpenCL programming language. As future work, we are
currently exploring the role of multi-core CPU architectures in hyperspectral imaging and further developing an
implementation using OpenMP that will lead to a comparison of GPUs versus multicore CPUs in this context.
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Figure 4. Estimated abundances of the USGS library materials for all pixels of the Cuprite dataset (gray scale where
white and black colors represent 0 and 1, respectively).
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Figure 5. Estimated abundance maps of the dominant materials in the scene (gray scale where black and white colors
represent 0 and 1, respectively).
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